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The craftsmen carefully calculated every connecting

point of the sofa and strictly controlled every detail,

so that the modules gradually integrated into one

piece, making it difficult to separate. They complete

each process with care, pouring their time and

emotions into the handmade product to present you

a timeless masterpiece.

Abandoned the traditional linear design of Italian

furniture, the Tulip model is characterized by its

roundness, giving it a strong three-dimensional and

lively appearance. The combination of various

handmade details, textures and colors complement

each other, adding a light and dynamic feel to the

visual experience. The relaxed and compact design

brings a soft, round and warm atmosphere to small

and medium-sized living rooms.

Exquisite craftsmanship 
delicate details



PRODUCT

DETAILS



Thick seat fabric
Made of polyester, solid and comfortable 

Colorfast and durable

Hollow cotton
Smooth , long-lasting elasticity

Multilayer solid wood board
Stable fiber structure，moisture-proof , 

no deformation

High resilience foam

Soft and comfortable with great support

Metal frame

Durable metal frame at bottom , no deformation

Black coated metal legs

Made of high quality metal，strong bearing and 

stability

High density molded foam

Good resilience, California flame retardant standard



Comfortable
Fashionable

Tulip provides comfortable

seating and resting space for

living rooms and other leisure

areas, while also serving as a

part of indoor decoration, adding

aesthetics and atmosphere to the

indoor space. The sofa comes in

a variety of colors, which fits

various needs and styles of

space.









Colors can bring different 

atmospheres and feelings to indoor 

spaces. The bright, vibrant, and 

energetic colors of Tulip add vitality 

and excitement to the space.





FC3501

FC3502

FC3503

FC3505

FC3504



Size & Packing

Carton size：30"L*28-3/4"W*19-3/4"H(RSC)/K=K/250P

Net weight(KG)：21.7 KG      Gross weight(KG)：25.3 KG

Loading capacity：20GP: 84 PCS // 40GP:192 PCS // 40HQ:240 PCS

Carton size：59"L*30-1/4"W*19-3/4"H(RSC)/K=K/275P

Net weight(KG)：36KG      Gross weight(KG)：42KG 

Loading capacity：20GP: 40 PCS  // 40GP:88 PCS // 40HQ:110 PCS

1 Seater 2 Seater

Unit: mm




